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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has led both to an increased need for and a shortage of trained healthcare staff globally. The population of undergraduate students in health and social care is diverse and widening participation practices are vital to support these students to navigate through academic study. In post-pandemic higher education environments, where hybrid and blended approaches to learning are now more commonplace, research relating to students’ experience, use, perception and understanding of assessment criteria and feedback is ever more important.

Aim: The present review and qualitative thematic meta-synthesis is a secondary analysis following a primary study that aimed to understand students’ understanding of the relationship between assessment criteria and assessment feedback.

Methods: Using an integrative systematic review method, 1754 articles were initially identified via electronic searches. Study selection was conducted in a series of stages and by agreement between reviewers; 35 articles were selected that met the relevancy criteria. A screening process excluded quantitative and mixed-methods studies, leaving nine qualitative studies for analysis.

Results: Findings highlighted two intersecting themes relating to the importance of “Scaffolding assessment and feedback” and how this linked to students’ “Engagement and perceived self-efficacy”. A constructivist educational framework is proposed to scaffold students’ engagement and perceived self-efficacy in relation to assessment criteria and assessment feedback. Elements in this framework include: (1) multiple modalities for feedback to support inclusive best practice; (2) the provision of mentorship and / or reflective spaces for processing assessment criteria and feedback; and (3) a goal-oriented approach to students’ engagement with assessment criteria and feedback.

Conclusion: Such a framework will make assessment and feedback more transparent and accessible for students, broaden their focus beyond grade attainment, enable them to make links between assessment criteria, assignment writing and assessment feedback, and support inclusivity and staff-
student relationships in the context of post-pandemic educational systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Living in a post-pandemic world has increased the need for trained healthcare staff globally[1]. The World Health Organization state that nursing staff are the largest occupational group in the health sector[2]. There is currently a 13 million deficit of nurses employed globally[3]. COVID-19 has changed the way healthcare is delivered worldwide. In this context, there is a need to revisit how students learn and how best to support student nurses and other healthcare providers to achieve their learning outcomes and complete their studies successfully.

Students face a diverse range of challenges when engaging with academic material. Nursing and health and social care studies programs traditionally attract culturally and academically diverse populations of students. Many students enter higher education with limited academic literacy. This can lead to recurrent disappointments with low performance and poor attainment. Widening participation involves considering how best to support students to develop their confidence and independence as they navigate their way through academic study[4]. Students may be helped by the incorporation of real-world challenge-based learning and authentic assessments that are based on real world problem-solving. However, students with poor initial academic skills are more likely to face challenges in engaging with the feedback that they receive from their tutors on their assignments[5].

Moreover, student-tutor interactions and communication about the meaning and purpose of assessment criteria, and how these relate both to learning outcomes and to feedback received have been reported to be effective in promoting academic performance[6]. Indeed, across students, from a range of disciplines, strategies that make assessment criteria more transparent and better linked to learning content tend to be effective in improving academic performance[7]. Constructive as opposed to mechanistic feedback has also reliably been shown to boost academic performance and to encourage more active approaches to learning[8].

Since the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on higher education environments, attention to students’ experience, use, perception and understanding of assessment criteria and assessment feedback remains evermore critically important in higher educational practice. It is particularly important for the diverse population of undergraduate students in nursing and healthcare, where widening participative practices are needed to support their navigation through academic study[9] in the context of lower prior academic attainment and / or perceived self-efficacy.

In post-pandemic higher education environments, where hybrid and blended approaches to learning are now more commonplace, research relating to students’ experience, use, perception and understanding of assessment criteria and feedback is ever more important. This review and qualitative thematic meta-synthesis was therefore carried out to as a secondary study that could complement, update and provide further focus and direction for a primary qualitative study exploring students’ perceptions of using assessment criteria and feedback in their assignment writing, of which the full background has been published elsewhere[9].

The specific objectives of the current review that is reported here were: (1) to explore undergraduate students’ use, experience, perception and understanding of assessment criteria and how these relate to their assessment feedback; and (2) to review and synthesize qualitative studies exploring this topic using a qualitative thematic meta-synthesis approach.

2 METHODS

An integrative review with a qualitative thematic meta-synthesis was conducted based on tried and tested methods[10,11]. Prior to commencement of the review, preliminary searches were conducted in the International Prospective Register of Systemic Reviews and the Cochrane Database for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses, to ensure that no similar systematic reviews were currently underway. The search used the following search terms “assessment” or “assessment criteria” or “feedback” and “undergraduate student”.

2.1 Search Strategy

The search was conducted using the following electronic databases: PsycArticles, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, Science Direct, Web of Science - Core Collection, and Education Resources Information Center Education Source.
The systematic search was operationalized via three components identifying all electronic records containing the terms:

- “Assessment” or “feedback” in the title.
- Related to higher education in the abstract.
- Related to experience, perception, understanding and use in the abstract.
- The reference lists of all included articles were hand searched to identify via a snowballing technique any additional studies; this process did not generate any additional references.

### 2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Included papers were only those published in the English language and in peer-reviewed journals. To prevent duplication of previous review efforts\[12\], only papers published from May 2011 to December 2021 were included in the review. Included papers reported the findings of primary qualitative research. Participants in the included studies were undergraduate students (or equivalent) and / or their educators. Study findings needed to relate to students’ experience, use, perception or understanding of assessment criteria and / or assessment feedback. This included the perceptions of educators with regard to their students.

Papers excluded from the review were those:

- Relating exclusively to sources of feedback other than that provided by educators (e.g., peer-to-peer feedback, self-feedback, automated feedback).
- Reporting simply on grade feedback or binary marking of responses (e.g., correct / incorrect).
- Exploring the differential effects of feedback modes (e.g., electronic devices), rather than feedback content.
- Exploring assessment and feedback exclusively relating to practical skills such as clinical skills tests or teacher training.
- Exploring assessment and feedback exclusively on spelling and grammar.
- Investigating assessment and feedback exclusively in the context of learning a foreign language or second language.
- Studies whose participants were not exclusively undergraduates or their educators.
- Studies focusing exclusively on students with neuro-diversities or learning difficulties.
- Grey literature, conference reports or proceedings, abstracts only, and other non-peer reviewed reports.

### 2.3 Study Selection

As shown in Figure 1, all records \((n=1754)\) identified via electronic searches were exported into a single database file and duplicates were removed. Study selection was then conducted in three stages. Initially, the title of all records minus duplicates were screened and irrelevant records were removed. To ensure accuracy, a second reviewer screened 10% of records by scrutinising the first 112 alphabetically listed references.

The abstracts of all remaining records were screened against the inclusion / exclusion criteria and records that did not meet the criteria for inclusion were removed. Full texts of all remaining papers were accessed and screened with reasons for exclusion recorded. There was unanimous agreement among reviewers at this stage as to which papers met inclusion criteria and did not need to be excluded of the selection process. These papers were further screened and quantitative or mixed-methods study designs were further excluded. This left nine suitable studies for the qualitative thematic meta-synthesis.

Regarding the eligibility of studies, it was decided that had any disagreements between reviewers occurred, then these were to be managed through face-to-face discussions and if disagreements were not resolved, a third independent reviewer was to be appointed. However, reviewers agreed that the studies included in this review met all inclusion criteria and it was appropriate to exclude all studies that were not included in this review.

### 2.4 Data Extraction, Evaluation, Synthesis and Audit

Data were extracted, evaluated, synthesized and audited by three independent reviewers using a triangulation approach to the selection of papers in line with inclusion and exclusion criteria, and their subsequent analysis\[31\]. In line with recommendations\[31\], the data extracted from each of the nine studies included author(s), country, publication year, aims, methods, sample size, study design, key findings, and any recommendations made by the authors.

Studies were evaluated for their methodological rigor using the Critical Appraisal Skills Program checklist for qualitative studies. The following criteria were evaluated:

1. selection bias;
2. study design confounders;
3. blinding;
4. data collection method;
5. withdrawals and (6) dropouts. In line with the standardized guidance for using these tools, all studies were given a rating of strong, moderate or weak for each criterion, and overall scores were calculated via aggregate ratings for each of the individual components.

It was noted that due to the heterogeneity of the selected studies, shared samples across studies, and wide range of qualitative designs, in line with common meta-review practices, it was not feasible to conduct a pooled meta-analysis of this data and no meaningful outcome from such an analysis. Methods for qualitative thematic synthesis involved three overlapping stages (1) a line-by-line evaluation of the text and development of...
initial coding; (2) the organization of this coding into descriptive themes; and (3) the development of the final analytic\[13\].

In the first stage, NVivo software was used to develop codes alongside the reviewers’ independent coding. As each paper was reviewed, codes were compared and synchronized\[14\]. All codes related to undergraduates’ perspectives on assessment and feedback: some codes for example related to anxiety and feedback; other codes related to misunderstandings of assessment; other codes related to plagiarism; and other codes related to finding feedback useful.

In the second stage, reviewers explored similarities and differences, together with duplication of codes in order to group them into a developing descriptive theme structure\[15\]. This stage was also influenced by Braun et al.\[16\] thematic analysis method of synthesizing codes across participants into themes by looking for patterns of meaning across the whole.

This method became the main guiding tool in the third stage, when analytic themes were generated from reviewing and re-reviewing the initial codes and the initial themes. The whole analysis process was carried out both independently by each researcher with successive triangulation processes to ensure consistent and agreed upon outcomes. Each researcher used a reflexive journal to explore their own reflective and reflexive material during the process. In particular, the researchers noted any biases that emerged in their analysis at each stage. This reflective work formed a basis for revisiting the analysis to ensure it remained thoroughly grounded in participants’ data\[15\].

3 RESULTS

These qualitative findings are based on analysis
Conducted across nine qualitative studies that are summarized in Table 1[17-25]. Findings are organized into the following two overarching themes: “Scaffolding assessment and feedback” and “Engagement and perceived self-efficacy”.

3.1 Scaffolding Assessment and Feedback

It was evident that students’ primary focus was on grades as a measure of their academic performance. Whilst students considered positive feedback useful, positive feedback that was not reflected in students’ grade was also experienced negatively. Some authors suggested that students with higher grades were less likely to engage in their feedback compared to those with lower grades, which is suggestive of the priority focus students have on grades[20].

Students appeared more interested in negative feedback when it included recommendations for how to improve their assessment grade in the future[25]. Scaffolding activity such as Feedforward as to how to improve assessment grades was reported to be helpful in building students’ understanding of the assessment criteria, and in developing their perceived self-efficacy towards more complex problem-solving in the future. For some students, negative feedback acted as a motivator; however, for others it was experienced as demotivating, reducing their academic engagement, and with a negative effect on their academic performance[19].

There was some evidence of concerns about the consistency of marking standards and feedback from staff, both in terms of the content and volume of feedback[24]. However, one of the biggest concerns voiced by students was when the feedback was vague, that is, when it did not refer to how they might improve their work. Students found clarity and specificity about what needed to change, examples of best practice, recommendations in context, and Feedforward all to be supportive in feedback[25]. Students also voiced a need for specificity in terms of prior instructions on what was wanted in the assessment, together with expectations of content and how this was mapped to the grading system.

Overall, the focus on grades seems to imply reductionist or perhaps even consumer attitudes among students towards feedback, only valuing feedback that led to higher grades. However, the more constructive finding within this theme relates to the importance of scaffolding students in relation to assessment criteria and feedback, for example informing students about the complex nature of marking and why perceived inconsistencies might have valid reasons behind them.

3.2 Engagement and Perceived Self-efficacy

This theme reflects how students’ concerns, about assessment guidance, and the quality and consistency of feedback[17,24], compromises their engagement with assessment and feedback[21]. Additionally, the theme explores how students perceived self-efficacy impacts their engagement with feedback. Perceived self-efficacy was reflected in students’ ability to ask for support to better understand their feedback, and to attend to their feedback in a proactive and goal-setting way[29]. Students with lower perceived self-efficacy were more likely to disengage with their feedback, compared to those with higher levels of self-efficacy. This included students who understood their feedback but did not act upon it.

This theme circles back to the first theme in so far as it suggests the need for scaffolding, not only to support students to understand the nature and content of their feedback, but also to support them in developing their sense of their own ability to learn in a self-directed way[21]. In the context of scaffolding to support engagement and perceived self-efficacy, students preferred to have a dialogue with their assessors. The approachability and attitudes of assessors were identified as an important influence on engagement and perceived self-efficacy. Students perceived continued communication and engagement with their feedback via varied mediums including dialogue as helpful in meeting their needs.

However, linking back to the first theme, the need for continued and dialogical scaffolding tended to predominate among those students with lower grades compared to those who had achieved higher grades, who were more likely to hold the belief that they did not need to engage in further communication or dialogue. In this context, the assessor’s attitude, and availability to scaffold feedback with higher-performing students is also of relevance; it may be as important to proactively seek out students with higher ability who are less likely to take up opportunities for feedback meetings.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Scaffolding Assessment and Feedback

The main themes yielded from this systematic review and qualitative thematic meta-synthesis were “Scaffolding assessment and feedback” and “Engagement and perceived self-efficacy”. With reference to scaffolding assessment and feedback, effective written feedback involves clarity and specificity in terms of what is needed to improve future assignments.

Gibbs[27] argues against using high volumes of written feedback as this is seldom meaningful to students and tends to involve or generate a lack clarity as to what is needed to improve. Timing is also a key factor in best practice on feedback and needs to be in keeping with the developmental approach towards learning competencies relating to practice that is being taken on the course more
Table 1. Summary of Papers Included in This Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (Year)</th>
<th>Aims</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Key Findings and Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglas et al. [17] (2019)</td>
<td>To better understand the student experience through discourse.</td>
<td>Theoretical approach drawing from data collected using story completion methods and semi-structured interviews with students.</td>
<td>Theorizes transitioning as troublesome and rhizomatic. Suggests that this approach might offer potential for looking beyond normative narrative and recommends celebrating students’ becoming in a generative and rich and generative manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepplestone and Chikwa [16] (2014)</td>
<td>To explore the subconscious processes that students use to engage with feedback.</td>
<td>Qualitative study conducted with a group of under-graduates who were tasked with reflecting on the approach and processes they adopt when engaging with, acting upon, storing and recalling feedback. The study used microblogging; a weekly diary, as well as semi-structured interviews.</td>
<td>Undergraduates recognize the influence and use of technology in enhancing feedback process, particularly when it comes to supporting discussions around feedback. Students, however, do find it challenging to see the connections between feedback received from tutors and writing future assignments. Further investigation is required into the role that technology has in enabling students to make better sense of the feedback they receive from their tutors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killingback et al. [13] (2020)</td>
<td>To explore experiences and choices of preferred feedback of both students and tutors.</td>
<td>Convenience sample of 25 undergraduates who were recruited for 3 focus group sessions. 5 tutors took part in semi-structured interviews. One-to-one interviews and focus groups were carried out using a semi-structured interview schedule. Data were then analyzed using an inductive thematic analysis approach.</td>
<td>3 key themes were identified that illustrated there was a level of importance placed on human connection and additional benefit could be received through nonverbal communication methods. 2 themes emerged from the tutors’ perspective and these also focused on feedback preferences. Tutors voiced their experiences of challenges surrounding offering verbal feedback, as well as the importance attached to self-assessment. Key challenges identified in this study surrounded selecting optimal feedback styles in relation to the absence or limits of any clear student-tutor consensus. Students preferred lecturer-led methods that viewed as offering the greatest level of quality personal interaction with tutors (including use of audio, video, face-to-face and screencast methods). Whereas tutors tended to advocate student-led feedback approaches, such as peer- or self-assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leong and Lee [18] (2018)</td>
<td>To investigate the views of students and tutors on tutor feedback practices and student assignment writing.</td>
<td>8 undergraduate students and 9 tutors took part in focus groups. Discussions included topics on specific areas that both groups thought feedback should cover, as well as purposes of assessment feedback.</td>
<td>Students voiced views around the belief that feedback should be more detailed, and that students’ needs were not always being met. Proposed recommendations included the argument to create more dialogic environments between students and their tutors that could facilitate provision for more personalized feedback on assessments and assignment writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormond and Merry [19] (2012)</td>
<td>To further understand how students process tutor feedback.</td>
<td>The study employed 36 final year undergraduates from 4 universities. Focus groups and interviews were used to collect data that were then analyzed using a thematic analysis approach.</td>
<td>Overall, the study identified major differences in how students process assessment feedback. There are 3 key areas involved, including self-assessment methods, external regulation techniques and peer-support. Recommendations included guiding students on their use of tutor feedback that is designed in such a way as to encourage students to further develop their self-assessment skills and practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pazio [20] (2016)</td>
<td>To identify points of conflict between student experiences of assessment feedback and tutor perceptions of their own feedback practices.</td>
<td>12 interviews were conducted with tutors along with the collection of student data that was obtained through questionnaires and focus groups.</td>
<td>Identified common themes where there were discrepancies between students’ and tutors’ accounts affecting satisfaction with feedback on assignments. Students require further clarity regarding purpose and standards. Establishing a dialogue between students and their tutors would be considered one way in which to improve the use of assessment feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitt and Norton [21] (2017)</td>
<td>To further understand why feedback is not always acted upon.</td>
<td>In-depth interviews with 14 undergraduate students who were required to reflect on their perceptions of receiving written feedback on graded work. Students were also asked to reflect on examples of what they perceived as being good and poor work.</td>
<td>Key outcomes were that emotional reaction plays a crucial part in determining how feedback is received by students and how they use the feedback received. The paper introduces this emotional backwash as a concept that could be considered in future research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To explore the relationship between students’ expectations of feedback.
Activity orientated focus group sessions were employed to explore psychology students’ perceptions and experiences of feedback.
Study found a mismatch between the expectations of students and tutors in relation to the level of autonomy. Students demonstrated conflicting perspectives whereby they desired autonomy but at the same time wanted a sense of security that can be achieved through a more dependent learning approach. Recommendation for future research included the consideration that undergraduate students are passing through a key period of transition during their first year at university so during this time, students are simultaneously attempting to leave one identity behind as they gradually transition into their new identity as autonomous learners.
Main findings reported that students’ use of feedback is not always generalized and tends to be used primarily for the purposes of informing the assignment grade. Recommendations are to incorporate feedback and feed-forward methods in teaching practice more systematically whilst offering more guidance that directs students towards ways in which they can improve their academic performance.

In order to improve scaffolding in assessment and feedback processes, formative assessments tend to be an excellent way to assess students’ progress. Formative assessments can often be constituted of feedback on a students’ drafts for their summative assessment. Formative feedback builds students’ skills and understanding of the assessment process. Inclusive approaches to assessment, such as modifying assessment strategies (and teaching methods and content) to accommodate diverse students’ needs are also likely to be helpful in supporting and scaffolding engagement and self-efficacy among students.

4.2 Engagement and Perceived Self-efficacy
It is widely accepted that students’ active participation in the learning process supports their learning, engagement, and perceived self-efficacy. The provision of academic mentors, advisors, or coaches at an institutional level (beyond the module leader or tutor) can be an additional human resource to scaffold formative and feedforward approaches to learning for students and can support and strengthen students’ voices in the assessment and feedback process.

Similarly, the use of supportive feedback groups can support engagement and perceived self-efficacy in a less pressured environment outside the context of particular assignments. Such groups may involve reflective practices and skills improvisation to explore feedback in a focused, developmental and efficacy-oriented manner. This might prove useful especially for undergraduate health or nursing students where it has been suggested that reflecting on practice and on feedback can support the development of perceived self-efficacy. These dialogical approaches to learning and development may also support constructive interactions between students and staff, by providing an explicit additional platform to support students’ access to tutors.

Finally, alternative feedback modes such as podcast, video, audio and screencast may also enhance the tutor-student relationship and in turn students’ feedback experience and engagement, as well as promote inclusive feedback practices. It is noted however, that students’ varying degrees of engagement with assessment criteria and feedback may go beyond how assessment criteria and feedback are presented and used. Research suggests that students’ engagement with feedback can fluctuate throughout the undergraduate degree. Whilst engagement is similar for first- and second-year undergraduate students, it appears that engagement with feedback can be at its lowest in the final year.

4.3 COVID-19 Factors
It is noted that the studies included in this review may not be fully representative of the recent pandemic era. These findings should be considered provisional and should be reviewed in the context of the newly emerging blended and hybrid learning environments in higher education since the pandemic. Many universities are now incorporating hybrid or blended learning practices and relying, to a further degree, on digital or e-learning methods and approaches to assessment and feedback. Linked to these developments are social and culturally changing demographics in higher education and the increased globalization of higher education. Both of these factors are likely to continue to impact how educators teach, assess and feed back to students.

In a large survey of 37,720 students in higher education settings prior to the pandemic, 80% of students accessed recorded lectures once per week, and 70% utilized digital tools for accessing additional resources. Overall,
student satisfaction with using technology in support of learning in HE was high (88%)\textsuperscript{33}. The increased use of varied e-environments (Virtual Learning Environments, medial, discussion boards, videoconferencing software) since the pandemic may systematize the actions of students, which will provide directions for educators to act upon\textsuperscript{34}. Accessing the student voice and feedback on the use of virtual learning environments supports bottom-up approaches to decision-making in education, as well as students’ sense of inclusion and belongingness in online or hybrid environments\textsuperscript{34} particularly in the context of diverse student populations\textsuperscript{35} such as those in health and nursing contexts. Staff-student collaborative spaces becomes even more necessary in the context of hybrid and blended learning practices, to effectively address the learning and personal development needs of students\textsuperscript{36}, including their ability to engage with and perceived self-efficacy in relation to assessment criteria and assessment feedback.

### 4.4 Online and Distance Learning Factors

Like all educational sectors, COVID-19 impacted nursing education in the way the curriculum was delivered and received by students\textsuperscript{37}. Whilst e-learning had been utilized prior to the pandemic in the nursing profession, COVID-19 restrictions resulted in a heavier reliance on virtual learning environments. In a pre-pandemic study\textsuperscript{37} it was suggested that break out rooms, videos, quizzes, and other virtual means were all helpful to develop a sense of connectedness. Universities that utilized a blended learning approach prior to the pandemic, yielded more favorable resilience outcomes than universities less geared towards blended teaching and learning approaches\textsuperscript{38}.

A meta-analysis found that online teaching increased subject knowledge among medical students\textsuperscript{39}. This may be due to having an opportunity to review for example pre-recorded lectures and materials. One issue reported was distraction among students when using e-learning environments and those teaching nursing students have been urged to engage students using blended learning approaches to minimize this\textsuperscript{40}. Students reported feeling pressured to keep up with the content and experiencing challenges with the self-regulatory behavior necessary for content engagement. In this context, self-regulation related to autonomy, self-motivation, and efficacy in setting goals\textsuperscript{41}. One way to mitigate this proved to be the incorporation of varied teaching tools and strategies to retain interest and focus. Goal setting might also support students’ motivation and reduce procrastination\textsuperscript{42}.

However, there are some further considerations that are particular to the health sector. Healthcare provider education necessarily involves both knowledge and skills development, including the development of reflective skills\textsuperscript{43}. It has been argued that the acquisition of the relevant knowledge and skills can be facilitated or hindered by internal factors such as beliefs, values, and attitudes, along with external factors such as societal and environmental conditions\textsuperscript{43}. Clearly the pandemic involved a rapid and significant change in the societal and environmental conditions for learning, which was likely to have had a powerful impact on students’ perceived self-efficacy, confidence, wellbeing and health. Students faced a rapid transition from face-to-face to e-learning requiring them to embrace new knowledge and to change their behavior to support this transition. Nursing lecturers also had to transition to an e-learning environment, with limited time to conceptualize teaching and learning practices. A large cross-sectional study\textsuperscript{44} explored Taiwanese nursing students’ perspectives of online teaching and whether changes in teaching models affected their intention to join the nursing workforce, which might be considered a facet of perceived-self-efficacy. The majority of students (78.6%) found online approaches to teaching more flexible than in-person delivery. However, relevant to the present study, up to 64.8% of participants considered that their online courses had negatively impacted their preparations for future nursing jobs, Specific factors included a lack of proficiency in nursing skills, and inadequate actual interactions with patients.

Indeed, at the time this current review was first conceived, many academic health programs were forced to cease clinical placements for nursing students. Limitations in terms of face-to-face and one-on-one student-to-patient training clearly posed significant challenges on all learning\textsuperscript{45}. Consequently, e-learning environments were created to continue supporting students. Public and population health educators were forced to teach students to work with patients on the basis of understanding the needs of a population rather than interacting with the needs of the individual. One particular study found that practicing what has been learned in the classroom at home, using a volunteer for physical examination, resulted in increased self-efficacy\textsuperscript{43}. However, further thinking is required in terms of a strategy for the teaching and assessment of clinical skills in future online nursing education\textsuperscript{46}. A further study\textsuperscript{47} with over 800 Polish medical students, similarly, found that online learning was perceived to have advantages and disadvantages for students. Advantages included the ability to stay at home; constant access to online materials, learning at own pace; and in comfortable surroundings. However, the main disadvantage was the lack of real-world interactions with patients. Technical issues with IT were the second main disadvantage. Although there was no statistical difference between face-to-face and online learning to deliver knowledge, e-learning was significantly less
effective in delivering skills and social competencies. These authors argued that the findings imply the need for a considered strategy and a more pro-active approach to skills learning in the context of online delivery.\(^{47}\) Similarly, nursing students report that online clinical training is too abstract when compared with real-world training; it was left to the subjective imagination of the student to develop their clinical skills\(^{54}\). A previous systematic review,\(^{48}\) exploring the potential for online / blended learning to teach clinical skills in undergraduate learning, found that online teaching of clinical skills was no less effective than in-person approaches. Further studies have argued that clinical practice training cannot be completely replaced with online teaching\(^{49}\) and that emotional support is key to support students in overcoming stressful emotions during crisis situations\(^{50}\). Taken together these studies offer support in recognizing the importance of engagement and contact with tutors in the context of assimilating assessment and feedback.

4.5 Recommendations for Future Practice of Assessment and Feedback in A Post-pandemic Era

In support of a recommendation around engagement and perceived self-efficacy, a study among Iranian nursing students found that online interactions and engagement between students and staff became hindered and problematic, leaving students feeling isolated and non-engaged\(^{51}\). Others\(^{52}\) have argued that the level of interaction between students and staff is critical in maintaining subject interest and this level of interaction need not be lost outside of the face-to-face in-person classroom. These factors suggest that enhanced interaction could be established via focusing on rapport and increasing dialogue between students and students and educators whether verbally or in online chats during the lecture. Live stream approaches over asynchronous teaching have also been suggested to retain student attention.

A lack of contact with peers and faculty staff can lead to increased levels of depression and anxiety among students\(^{55}\). The transition to learning remotely may have induced anxiety during the pandemic, particularly due to the uncertainty of how long the pandemic would continue and therefore the impact it would have on their future career pathways. Prior to the pandemic, nursing students already reported higher levels of anxiety than other university students\(^{54}\). Heightened levels of stress can be linked to compromised perceived self-efficacy and motivation, and decreased performance\(^{59}\).

Within an academic context, resilience relates to students’ ability to sustain high levels of motivation and academic performance, despite the presence of stressful events and conditions\(^{56}\). Heightened levels of perceived self-efficacy, confidence, feelings of being in control and perseverance are all positively associated with positive academic experiences.

Based on the current findings of this review, the focal recommendations arising revolves around the adoption of a constructivist educational framework to scaffold students in relation to assessment criteria and feedback. For example, we support suggestions that educators should provide a range of modalities, including online forms of support and feedback, to support inclusive educational practice: these may include video, podcast, audio and screencast, as just a few examples\(^{19,29}\).

Additionally, dialogical spaces, such as academic mentorship, advisory and / or reflective spaces with educators in which students can interact, communicate, listen, discuss new ideas, and develop new concepts to support their engagement with assessment criteria and feedback are important\(^{50}\). These sorts of spaces may help to scaffold not only the content of assessment criteria and assessment feedback, but students’ increased understanding of the nature and rationale of assessment and feedback practices, to support increased transparency. They may also broaden students’ focus away from a more consumerist or reductionist focus solely on grade attainment. They may also attract more able students to engage with learning and pedagogy around assessment and feedback more at depth, especially if these activities are not tied to the attainment of particular assignments\(^{20}\). Such spaces can be co-designed with students in line with a developmental approach to supporting students at different stages in their journey of academic and competency-based learning\(^{27}\).

These spaces can enhance a sense of belongingness in the context of online or hybrid learning higher education environments. In these environments, it may be more likely that students experience stress or low mood due to a greater degree of isolation, which in turn mediate or moderate their capacity to engage with assessment criteria and feedback. Further qualitative research might investigate students’ experiences and perceptions of belongingness in the context of online or hybrid learning environments in nursing or health and social care higher educational contexts to further support these directions.

Finally, to better support formative and feedforward assessment and feedback processes, and in the context of additional spaces to scaffold students’ engagement with assessment criteria and feedback, it may also be helpful to consider a goal-oriented approach, in which students are set holistic goals in relation to improving assessment work and through which their improvements might be jointly engaged with and monitored. Again, this approach might support students to broaden and deepen their focus beyond grade attainment, through the
construction of non-grade-related learning and assessment goals. A goal-oriented approach seems likely to help make learning processes more transparent and accessible to students so they can make vital links between assessment criteria, assignment writing and assessment feedback. It would be important in setting goals for there to be clear indicators, for example SMART goals, and for goals to be conceptualized and language in such a way as to support inclusivity[57]. For instance, positive goals could be oriented around an explorations of students’ own history and values, perhaps using concepts and language, relating to worth, esteem, support, respect, and care.

5. CONCLUSION
Both prior to and since the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on higher education environments, attention to students’ experience, use, perception and understanding of assessment criteria and assessment feedback remains critically important in higher educational practice. It is particularly important for the diverse population of undergraduate students in health and social care, where widening participative practices are needed to support their navigation through academic study in the context of lower prior academic attainment and/or perceived self-efficacy. It is important for educational practices to be motivational, to sustain progression and the attainment of these students’ practice-based and academic goals. These issues have also been amplified by the increased need for trained healthcare staff globally since the pandemic. The prevalence of nursing staff as an occupational group and the shortage of nurses globally makes attending to effective higher education practices in healthcare and nursing of increased importance. Given these contexts, this review and qualitative thematic meta-synthesis has explored how students receive and use assessment criteria and assessment feedback remains critically important in higher educational practice.
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